
In today's digital age, seamless communication and 

collaboration are essential for the success of any 

organization. Zoom, in partnership with CallTower, offers a 

cutting-edge solution that revolutionizes the way teams 

connect and work together. 

This buyer's guide will walk you through the key features, 

benefits, and considerations when choosing Zoom from 

CallTower as your communication platform.

CallTower’s 
Zoom Buyers 
Guide



Zoom is a leading video conferencing and collaboration platform known for its user-friendly 

interface and robust features. When paired with CallTower's expertise in Unified Communications 

as a Service (UCaaS), Zoom becomes a powerful tool for enhancing communication within your 

organization. 

Explore how Zoom can streamline your meetings, improve team collaboration, and boost 
productivity.

Introduction to Zoom

Before selecting a communication solution like Zoom, it's crucial to assess your 

organization's specific communication requirements. Consider factors such as team size, 

remote work capabilities, scalability, and integration with existing systems. 

Understanding Your Communication Needs



CallTower offers consultations to 

help tailor Zoom to your unique 

needs, ensuring a customized 

and effective solution.

Key Features of Zoom from CallTower

Experience crystal-clear 
video and audio quality 
with Zoom's HD video 
conferencing capabilities.

High-Quality Video 
Conferencing:

Integrate Zoom with 
popular productivity tools 
like M365 and Google 
Workspace for enhanced 
workflow efficiency.

Integration with 
Productivity Tools:

Benefit from advanced 
security features such as 
end-to-end encryption, 
secure meeting controls, 
and compliance 
certifications.

Security and 
Compliance: 

Facilitate seamless 
collaboration with 
features like screen 
sharing, annotation tools, 
and virtual whiteboarding.

Screen Sharing and 
Collaboration: 

Stay connected in 
real-time with instant 
messaging and chat 
functionality within the 
Zoom platform.

Instant Messaging 
and Chat



Implementing Zoom from CallTower involves a strategic approach to ensure a smooth transition and 

optimal use of the platform. CallTower provides comprehensive implementation support, including 

technical setup, training programs, testing, and ongoing maintenance. 

With CallTower's guidance, your organization can seamlessly integrate Zoom into its communication 

ecosystem. Check out our Implementation Escalation Path.

Implementation and Support

When considering Zoom from CallTower, explore the various pricing and packaging options 

available to suit your budget and requirements. Choose from flexible plans tailored to different 

organization sizes and communication needs. 

CallTower's transparent pricing model ensures that you get the most value out of your 

investment in Zoom.

Pricing and Packaging Options

https://www.calltower.com/support/implementation-escalation-paths/


In conclusion, adopting Zoom from CallTower can transform the way your organization 

communicates, collaborates, and succeeds. By leveraging the power of Zoom's innovative features 

and CallTower's expertise in UCaaS, you can elevate your communication strategy to new heights. 

Make an informed decision by considering the insights provided in this buyer's guide and take the 

first step towards a more connected and productive future with Zoom from CallTower.

Conclusion
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